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South Africa - Weather
Eastern South Africa will continue to see a mix of erratic rain and sunshine through the middle of
next week. Rainfall will be enough to keep soil moisture near current levels or gradually bolster soil
moisture. Planting of the summer crops will advance swiftly between rain events. Establishment and
growth prospects will be mostly good, though additional rainfall will be needed to completely fix the
moisture deficits.
Central and western South Africa will be drier biased through the middle of next week. The lack of
rain will help support aggressive winter wheat harvesting in Free State, Northern Cape, and Western
Cape. Planting of the summer grains, oilseeds, and cotton will likely continue with few disruptions as
well. However, the ground will be too dry to support aggressive establishment and growth in most
locations. Timely rain will be needed later this month for better crop prospects. • Eastern South
Africa will see a mix of erratic rain and sunshine during the coming week o Some of the most

amounts
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: The eastern Midwest will see another day of dry weather and good harvest progress
while rain increases in the west today marking the beginning of a cooler and wetter weather pattern
that will occur into this weekend slowing fieldwork in the few remaining unharvested areas. o Some
snow will accumulate from the eastern Dakotas into Wisconsin Thursday into Saturday. • A drier
weather pattern will resume Monday through Nov. 24, but one more round of precipitation
expected Nov. 17-18 will slow fieldwork.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: The Delta and the Southeast will see two more weeks of mostly
favorable harvest weather as only two rounds of precipitation are expected with minor interruptions
to fieldwork likely to result while the moisture will be good for winter crops.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Several more days of little to no rain of significance will occur from southern Paraguay and
Rio Grande do Sul through Sao Paulo before a timely increase in rain begins Sunday with rain
expected to fall periodically through Nov. 22. The region still has adequate soil moisture and the
drying expected through Saturday should allow for aggressive planting. As long as rain falls as
advertised Sunday through Nov. 22 the region will be left with favorable soil moisture into late this
month. Most of the remainder of Brazil and Paraguay will see regular rounds of rain through the
next two weeks with increases in soil moisture likely in many areas.
ARGENTINA: Argentina will see a favorable environment for planting and crop development through
the next two weeks.
o Widespread and significant rain Friday into Sunday will leave soil conditions favorable for crops
before drier weather beginning Monday will allow fieldwork to resume.
o A lack of heat through at least the next week will help to prevent rapid drying after rain comes to
an end Sunday.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: A low-pressure system will develop over the Mediterranean Sea this weekend and the storm system will become stronger early next week and heavy rain will develop over southern Italy and is expected to
eventually meander over Greece late next week. Flash flooding will occur with the torrential rainfall.
AUSTRALIA: Frequent rounds of rain will impact most of eastern Australia today into Friday and return during the second week of the outlook. A welcome break in rain will occur in many locations this weekend into
the middle of next week and winter crop maturation and harvest will benefit. Meanwhile, the moisture the next few days will be ideal for summer crop planting, emergence and development and livestock conditions,
especially in unirrigated areas where dryness will significantly improve.
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